RENEGADE
A U T H E N T I C J E E P®
ACCESSORIES

WITH YOU EVERY MILE
This is a brand born with a dedication for pure performance. Its
desire to move ahead has kept pace with its desire to always be
authentic. A brand raised with the belief that it’s not just about
servicing cars, it’s equally about servicing people’s lives… because
it’s our customers who truly matter most. That’s why our team is
created of expert technicians who know your make and model best.
And it’s why we offer more than just original Parts and Accessories
designed by the same engineers of your vehicle.
In short, Mopar® is not only in support of your vehicle, but in
your total ownership experience.

Vehicle above shown with Brushed Bonnet and Bodyside Graphics (82214824).
Vehicle shown on front cover with Roof-Mount Ski and Snowboard Carrier (TC727DEL), Sport Utility Bars (TRAB4553) and White Snowboarding Bonnet and Bodyside Graphics (82214822).

1. SPORT UTILITY BARS.

6. ROOF TOP CARGO BASKET. (1)

11. ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER. (1)

These versatile bars are built of heavy-duty

Adds cargo space and locks to the Sport

This fully adjustable carrier with latching

anodised aluminium and feature T-slots that

Utility Bars.(2) Basket measures 44” x 39” x

nylon straps holds one canoe and mounts to

allow quick carrier installation. Bars attach to

6.5” and features a Front Air Deflector. ROOF

the Sport Utility Bars.(2)

the standard equipment side rails and

BASKET CARGO NET(2) securely holds cargo.

TC579CAN

accommodate all of our carrier accessories.

Roof Top Cargo Basket
Roof Top Basket Cargo Net

12. ROOF-MOUNT WATERSPORTS CARRIER. (1)

TRAB4553

7. ROOF TOP SOFT SIDE CARGO CARRIER. (1)

2. ROOF BOX CARGO CARRIER. (1)
Increase

the

cargo

capacity

of

your

Renegade to help keep up with your active
lifestyle. Tough thermoplastic carrier keeps
your cargo dry and secure. 460L capacity and
measures 185cm x 80cm x 42cm. Mounts to
Sports Utility Bars.

(2)

Need some additional length in your cargo
carrier? This Roof Box Cargo Carrier also has
460L capacity but measures 205cm x 84cm x
45cm. Mounts to Sports Utility Bars.

(2)

not in use. Waterproof materials and taped
seam construction help keep contents dry.

This versatile carrier transports most kayaks,
sailboards, or surfboards and includes
latching nylon strap and slip-resistant pads.

1

Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars.(2)
TC883KAY

Easy to mount, easy to remove. Mounts to
Sports Utility Bars.(2)

 roperly secure all cargo.
P
Sold separately.

(1)

(2)

4

(1)

The most elegant and convenient way of
carrying your bike on the car roof. Light and
elegant aluminium design. Fits bike frames up
to 100mm (oval 80mm x 100mm, round 22 80mm) Can easily be fitted on either side of

82213715

the car roof by moving the frame holder to the
left or right side.

4. EXPANDABLE ROOF BOX. (1)
Instead of trading up to a larger vehicle,
utilise your small car to the fullest by
expanding your cargo space with the
expandable roofbox. This box is a new,
innovative extra cargo space that is great for
grocery

shopping

bags,

suitcases, baby carriages, the occasional
tuba or sombrero. Only the imagination sets
limits Mounts to Sports Utility Bars.(2)

5. FORK-MOUNT STYLE BIKE CARRIER. (1)
recommended

roof

option

TC591PRO

9. ROOF TOP WEATHERPROOF LUGGAGE
CARRIER. (1)
A heavy-duty, black nylon carrier that is
easily installed. It features a covered zipper
opening, lined seams and sew-in tie-down
straps, providing 183.5cm3 of additional
storage space.
82207198

82213714AB

for

transportation of bikes with sensitive frames
(eg. carbon) or for bikes equipped with disc
brakes. Transport your bike fork-mounted in a
professional style. Easily adjustable for all
types of forks. Light and elegant aluminium
design.

requires a fraction of the storage space when

8. UPRIGHT-MOUNT STYLE BIKE CARRIER.

3. ROOF BOX CARGO CARRIER. (1)

The

All the advantages of a roof top box but

TCINT869

82213713

transporting

TC690MOA
82209422AB

10. ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD
CARRIER. (1)

6

Carrier holds up to four snowboards, six pairs
of skis or a combination of the two. Features
corrosion-resistant lock covers and eitherside opening for easy loading and unloading.
Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars.(2)
TC727DEL

TC561OUT
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EXPAND THE
ADVENTURE
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Overseas model shown.
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1. PREMIUM REAR CARPET CARGO MAT. (1)

in place, and divided storage compartments

coordinated to match your vehicle’s interior.

Our premium mat is constructed of a durable

for better organisation. Tote also features the

Front mats feature the Jeep® brand logo and

nylon carpet to look good while helping to

Jeep® brand logo.

a rubber-nibbed backing to help keep them

protect the cargo area from wear, soil and

82208566

firmly in place.

stains. Mat features the Jeep® brand logo and
reversible

rubber

backing

for

added

82214604

6. DOOR SILL GUARDS.

versatility. Available in Black (shown) and

Durable guards are constructed of brushed

11. INDOOR VEHICLE COVER.

Brown.

stainless steel to enhance the style of your

Gentle on paint, air-permeable, thermal, fire-

vehicle and protect interior door sills from

retardant, anti-static, non-iron and gives your

scratches. Front door guards prominently

vehicle great aesthetic effect. Available in

feature the Jeep® brand logo. Sold as a set of

Jeep Green (shown) and Black.

two.

Jeep Green
Black

Black
Brown

82214322
82214321

2. REVERSIBLE REAR CARGO MAT WITH
PROTECTION FLAP. (1)
Manufactured with a plastic foam backing
that conforms exactly to floor configurations.
The solid plastic polymer surface is stain
resistant from fluid, oil, gas and grease.
Acids, solvents, chemical compounds and
petroleum products will not damage the
carpet-like exterior plastic fibre surface or
foam bottom. Includes a protection flap to
help avoid any damage from occurring to your
Renegade’s bumper while loading. Features
the Jeep® brand logo.
82214602

3. ENVELOPE CARGO NET. (1)
Custom design that fits your vehicle’s cargo
area, helping to hold cargo in place. Very
easy to install and remove. Black nylon net
fastens to tie-down loops to help keep loose
items secure while maintaining convenient

82214263AB

7. FRONT BONNET AIR DEFLECTOR.
Stylish deflector creates an airstream to help
direct road debris, dirt and bugs up and away
from your vehicle’s hood and windshield. It
features the Jeep® brand logo and is available
in Smoke.
82214055

8. STONE CHIP PROTECTION FILM.
Protect your vehicle’s paint finish with our
paint protection films. Kits are precisely precut to fit the contours of your vehicle and will
help protect it from bugs, dirt, scratches, etc.,
and will cause no damage to your OEM paint
required).

help protect the carpeting. Features the
Jeep® brand logo.
82214195

designed and tested to match your vehicle’s
towing capacity. Ball Mount, Hitch Ball, and
Wiring Harness are sold separately.
LA82214311

This cover helps protect your front end from

4

insects and road spray. Designed with license
plate opening. Trailhawk model features
recovery hook openings (shown).
Non-Trailhawk models
Trailhawk models

82214227
82214228

 roperly secure all cargo.
P
Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity, and
heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated
tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may
require some items not supplied by Mopar.
(3)
Sold separately.
(2)

Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of

exact contours of your vehicle’s cargo area to

This receiver features a unique style that’s

(1)

82214350

9. STAINLESS STEEL PEDAL COVERS.

perimeter lip and is custom-molded to fit the

12. TOW BAR. (2)

if removed years later. Dealer installation

82210538AB

This skid-resistant tray features a raised-

82214270
82214814

13. FRONT END COVER.

access to cargo area.

4. MOULDED REAR CARGO TRAY. (1)

1

bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on
pedals provides contrast to the performance

7

look as well as plenty of positive traction. The
covers are designed specifically to fit your
Renegade’s pedals. No drilling required.
Available for both automatic and manual
transmission vehicles.
Manual Transmission
Automatic Transmission

82214268
82214995

5. CARGO TOTE. (1)
This collapsible, easy-to-clean tote features a

10. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS

skid resistant bottom to keep the base firmly

These mats are custom-fit and color-

10
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Overseas model shown.
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MOPAR® OFFERS A VARIETY OF DECAL GRAPHICS
TO PERSONALISE YOUR RENEGADE® AND EXPRESS
YOUR INDIVIDUALITY. THESE GRAPHICS ARE
DESIGNED AND TESTED SPECIFICALLY FOR YOUR
VEHICLE AND MADE OF FADE- AND WEATHERRESISTANT 3M TM VINYL, INCLUDING A LAYER OF
LAMINATE TO PROTECT THE GRAPHIC AND YOUR
VEHICLE.

4. WHITE US ARMY STAR BONNET DECAL. (2)(3)

10. BRUSHED BODY & BONNET DECAL KIT.

71807398

Black colour available only.
82214824

5. WHITE US ARMY STAR FRONT DOOR DECALS.
Set of two.

FRONT GRILLE & SIDE MIRROR COVERS KITS.

71807401

Dark Satin Grey
Light Satin Gret
Matte Black
Gloss Black

6. BLACK BONNET DECAL. (1)(3)
51977288

1. US FLAG BODYSIDE DECAL KIT. (1)(3)

7. BLACK US ARMY STAR BONNET DECAL. (1)(3)

Set of two.

71807397

82214821

8. BLACK US ARMY STAR FRONT DOOR DECALS.
2. BMX RIDER BODY & BONNET DECAL KIT.
Black colour available only.

(2)(3)

Set of two.

71807413
71807414
71807415
71807416

2

GLOSS BLACK FRONT GRILLE.
71807403

GLOSS BLACK SIDE MIRROR COVERS.
Set of two.
71807404

71807400

82214823

9. SNOWBOARDER BODY & BONNET DECAL KIT. (2)(3)
3. SILVER BONNET DECAL. (2)(3)

White colour available only.

71807399

82214822

 hown with Gloss Black Front Grille and Side Mirror
S
Covers Kit.
(2)
Shown with Light Satin Grey Front Grille and Side
Mirror Covers Kit.
(3)
Sold separately.
(1)
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PERSONALITY
9

1. OUTDOOR FULL VEHICLE COVER.

7. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.

with liftgate open. It stands alone if detached

Water-resistant contoured cover features

Moulded to the contours of your Renegade

from your vehicle. Features the Jeep® brand

double-stitched seams and is designed to

for a perfect fit, these guards are designed to

logo.

help protect your vehicle against UV rays, dirt

help protect your vehicle from damage

82213290

and other pollutants. Features the Jeep®

caused by road spray. With their all-weather

brand logo.

design

82214229

construction, they channel water downward,

and

ultra

rubber

anti-spray

effectively reducing road spray on vehicle

2. 16-INCH PLAIN STEEL WHEEL.

Sold in pairs. Available for front and rear

This durable black steel replacement wheel is

which features the Jeep® brand logo.

a rugged and reliable bad-weather alternative

Front Moulded Splash Guards
Rear Moulded Splash Guards

and is great for any off-road adventure. Sold
individually.
51950653

3. SATIN CHROME TYRE VALVE CAPS.
These decorative caps give your Renegade
wheels a real twist. It’s a small touch that
offers large style cues, with the Jeep brand
logo prominently displayed on the top. Sold as
a set of four.
82213628

4. SUNSHELTER.
This sunshelter was developed in a way that
allows you to position it in a couple of minutes
to the vehicle by using locking suction cups
and anchoring to the ground. Made of 100%
Polyester 190T and a 1000mm PU clear coated
UV protection coating. Features the Jeep®
brand logo.
82213291

5. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.
Acrylic-tinted Side Window Air Deflectors
follow the contours of the windows and allow
them to be open, even during inclement
weather. Come as a set of four.
82214056

6. WHEEL LOCKING NUTS.
Set includes four new lug nuts and a special
fitting key to help offer maximum wheel- and
tyre-theft protection.
82211462

1

82214128
82214127

8. AUTHENTIC JEEP EMBLEM BADGE.
Let everyone know that your accessories are
the real deal. Metal appliqué has a black
background and silver lettering.
82211201

9. JEEP FIRST AID KIT.
When an emergency occurs, ensure that you
are prepared for it. Kit includes a basic first
aid kit, warning triangle, two warning vests
and a pair of gloves.
82213597

10. AMBIENT LIGHTING KIT.
These LED lights mount under the dash to add
a perfect amount of accent lighting to both
the driver and front-passenger footwells.
Eight colour settings and low/high lighting
intensity let you select the perfect interior
ambience.
82212347

11. MOPAR WHEEL CENTRE CAPS.
Show off your Renegade in authentic style.

6

These shiny chrome centre caps add a
distinctive touch to your Renegade’s wheels
and feature the Mopar® logo.
82212508

12. VEHICLE ATTACHABLE TENT.
Experience the great outdoors in comfort.
Tent attaches to the rear of your Renegade to
maximise your storage and sleeping space

9

Overseas vehicle shown.
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THE GENUINE DIFFERENCE.
A passion for uncompromising performance and quality is the essence of the genuine difference and it’s built into every Mopar® part and accessory we make. Every genuine Mopar accessory is
original equipment, which means that every Mopar accessory is designed by Jeep engineers, the people who know your vehicle better than anyone else.

OUR PRODUCT IS A RESULT OF UNCOMPROMISING STANDARDS.
Mopar accessories are manufactured with superior finish and exact vehicle match, as well as in the integrated fit that comes from utilising the same computer modelling technology that was used
to design your vehicle.

OUR PROCESS IS AN ADHERENCE TO STRICTER TESTING.
Mopar accessories are subjected to rigorous evaluations, which include demanding salt bath corrosion tests, impact performance tests and harsh on and off-road durability testing. All genuine
Mopar accessories are designed so that they will not adversely affect your vehicle’s original performance specifications, such as engine cooling and proper air deployment, which is a common
problem with aftermarket accessories.

OUR PROMISE IS DEMONSTRATED IN OUR SUPERIOR WARRANT Y COVERAGE.
New Jeep vehicles fitted with genuine accessories by Mopar at point of purchase are covered by a 3 year/100,000km New Vehicle Limited Warranty or a 12 month Basic Limited Warranty, which ever
is more favourable to you. These simple warranties are supported by every authorised Jeep dealership in Australia. That’s a promise aftermarket brands simply can’t make. Whether you’re looking
to enhance your vehicle with premium protection, convenience, style or entertainment, choose the Genuine Difference.

YOUR CONSUMER RIGHTS.
The benefits given to you in this Warranty are in addition to, and do not detract from, any rights and remedies that you may have under Australian consumer protection laws. Our goods
come with certain guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any
other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a
major failure. This Warranty:
• is not intended to change or exclude any statutory consumer rights that cannot be lawfully changed or excluded;
• is independent of any warranty that may be provided by the seller, for which it carries sole responsibility; and
• does not affect your rights against the seller, including any mandatory statutory rights you may have against the seller under consumer laws.

jeep.com.au

mopar.com.au

All product illustrations and specifications are based upon current information at the time of publication approval. Although descriptions are believed correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. FCA Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to make
changes from time to time, without notice or obligation, in prices, specifications, colours, materials and to change or discontinue accessories. See your dealer for details. © 2015 FCA Australia Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. Jeep, Mopar,
Renegade, the Jeep grille, ParkSense, Trailhawk and Trail Rated are registered trademarks of FCA US LLC. Thule is a registered trademark of the Thule Group. 3M is a trademark of 3M Company.
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